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Abstract
The Algorithm of Multiple Relatively Robust Representations (MRRR)
is one of the most efficient and accurate algorithms for the symmetric,
tridiagonal eigenvalue problem. We report on an implementation of the
MRRR algorithm on a data-parallel coprocessor using the CUDA programming environment yielding up to 50-fold speedups over LAPACK’s
MRRR implementation. Our accuracy lacks currently behind those of
LAPACK but we believe that an improved implementation will overcome
these problems without significantly spoiling performance.
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Introduction

The eigenvalue problem Aui = λi ui 1 for a real symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n with eigenvalues λi and (right) eigenvectors ui is important in many disciplines. In physics eigenanalysis is used to determine the viable states of a system and many fields in engineering
employ it for model reduction and to analyze stability. Prominent applications can also be
found in statistics and machine learning, and many other disciplines.
The efficacy of an eigen-solver depends on the computational resources it requires and
the accuracy of the obtained results. With the advent of main stream parallel architectures
such as multi-core CPUs and data-parallel coprocessors additionally also the amenability to
parallelization is becoming important. Unfortunately, many commonly used eigen-solver
are difficult to parallelize. Notable exceptions are the Divide and Conquer algorithm [14]
and the Algorithm of Multiple Relatively Robust Representations (MRRR) [21] for which
efficient parallel implementations are known. Both algorithms provide highly accurate results [19] but the computational costs of the Divide and Conquer algorithm are with O(n3 )
significantly higher than the O(n2 ) operations the MRRR algorithm requires. Additionally,
the Divide and Conquer algorithm also does not allow to efficiently compute a subset of
eigen-pairs (λi , ui ) which is possible with MRRR.
In this report we present an implementation of the MRRR algorithm on a data-parallel
coprocessor using the CUDA programming environment [48]. We show that the MRRR algorithm can be mapped efficiently onto a data-parallel architecture and obtain up to 50-fold
speedups compared to sstemr, LAPACK’s [3] implementation of the MRRR algorithm.
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In this report we will employ Householder’s notation. Matrices will be denoted by bold capital
letters such as A and T; vectors by bold small letters such as a and b; and scalars by non-bold letters
such as a, b, and α.
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Although the accuracy and robustness of our implementation lacks currently behind those
of sstemr, we believe that these problems can be overcome in the near future.
In the next section we will review algorithms for the symmetric eigenvalue problem and in
Section 3 a brief introduction to data-parallel coprocessors and the CUDA programming
environment is given. The mathematical background of the MRRR algorithm is presented
in Section 4. A detailed discussion of our implementation and design choices is provided in
Section 5 and in Section 6 we present experimental results comparing our implementation
of the MRRR algorithm to LAPACK’s sstemr routine. We conclude the report with
a discussion of possible directions of future work. Appendix B provides a liner algebra
primer with most of the theorems which underly our implementation. Readers not familiar
with the theoretical aspects of eigen-solvers are encouraged to consult the appendix before
reading the remainder of the report.
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Related Work

Algorithms for the symmetric eigenvalue problem have been studied extensively in numerical analysis, applied mathematics, physics, and many other fields. To limit the scope of
this section we will restrict ourselves to approaches which have been implemented on parallel architectures. More complete discussions can be found in the books by Golub and van
Loan [32, 33] and Parlett [51], and various LAPACK working notes [45].
The first algorithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem was proposed by Jacobi as early
as 1846 [41]. Jacobi iteration performs a sequence of similarity transformations2 on the
full symmetric input matrix A annihilating at each step one off-diagonal element. A is
guaranteed to converges to a diagonal matrix D and the eigenvalues of the input matrix
are the non-trivial elements of D [12]. The eigenvectors can be obtained by accumulating the similarity transformations starting with the identity matrix [12]. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors obtained with Jacobi iteration are usually highly accurate [15] but the
algorithm suffers from high computational costs of at least O(n3 ). In practice it usually
requires an order of magnitude more work than for example the QR algorithm [5] and today
it is therefore only used for special problems [21]. Due to its simplicity, Jacobi iteration
was the first symmetric eigen-solver which has been implemented on a parallel architecture [10, 4, 64, 7, 6] but we are not aware of any recent parallel implementations.
In contrast to Jacobi iteration which operates on a (full) unreduced matrix, most algorithms
for the symmetric eigenvalue problem in use today take as input a tridiagonal matrix.3
Householder transformations [33, pp. 206] are usually employed to reduce the input to
tridiagonal form, requiring 43 n3 multiplications and additions for the reduction and 2n3 additional operations for the back-transformation. The BLAS library [25], for which various
processor and architecture specific implementations exist, including one for data-parallel
coprocessors [42], can be employed to compute the transformations and in the remainder
of the report we therefore assume that these can be performed efficiently.
The canonical algorithm for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem is QR iteration [33, pp. 414] which was discovered independently by Francis [30] and
Kublanovskaya [44]. Similar to Jacobi iteration, the QR algorithm applies a sequence
of orthogonal transformations to the input matrix T and the eigenvalues are again the nontrivial elements of the resulting diagonal matrix D. For QR iteration, each transformation
2
Let X ∈ Rn×n and non-singular, and B = X−1 AX. X is called a similarity transformation
since the spectrum of A and B are identical [33, p. 311].
3
A notable exception are algorithms which determine only a specific eigen-pair such as power
iteration. Problems where this is of interest arise in many applications, for example internet search
algorithms. In this report we restrict ourselves however to algorithms which can efficiently determine
the whole spectrum of a matrix.
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is formed by a product of (n − 1) elementary Givens rotations [33, pp. 206] and the eigenvectors are the accumulated similarity transformation. The QR algorithm requires O(n2 )
operations to determine all eigenvalues and O(n3 ) operations to compute all eigenvectors.
These costs remain approximately constant even if only a subset of the eigen-pairs (λi , ui )
is required. Despite its serial nature, different parallel implementation of the QR algorithm
have been proposed [26, 59, 64, 43]. Today, the accumulation of the Givens rotations is
usually distributed equally across all processors, and the eigenvalues are computed redundantly on all nodes [5].
In the early 1980’s, Cuppen developed the Divide and Conquer Algorithm as an efficient
and accurate eigen-solver for parallel architectures [14]. Given a symmetric tridiagonal
matrix T, a solution is obtained recursively by considering sub-matrices until these are
small enough to efficiently determine eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigen-pairs of the
sub-matrices are then related back to the original matrix in a back-propagation step [60].
Initially, the Divide and Conquer algorithm could not guarantee that the obtained eigenvectors are orthogonal but Gu and Eisenstat [38] devised a strategy which overcomes this
problem. Similar to QR iteration, the Divide and Conquer algorithm requires O(n3 ) operations. In contrast to most other eigen-solvers it demands however also O(n2 ) additional
memory. A parallel implementation of the Divide and Conquer algorithm can be obtained
by distributing the work for different sub-matrices across different nodes [13]. It is interesting to note that although Cuppen developed the algorithm for parallel architectures in
many cases it also outperforms other eigen-solvers on a single processor [5, 19].
An alternative algorithm for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem combines bisection [31] and inverse iteration [56] to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Although
the eigen-pairs obtained with this technique satisfy Tui − λi ui to high relative accuracy,
the orthogonality of the eigenvectors cannot be guaranteed. In practice the ui of clustered
eigenvalues have therefore to be orthogonalized, for example with the Gram-Schmidt algorithm. It is also known that inverse iteration can fail entirely [20] although this seems to be
a largely theoretical problem [19]. Bisection and inverse iteration both require O(n2 ) operations but the orthogonalization requires O(n3 ) work. An efficient parallel implementation
of bisection and inverse iteration is possible but orthogonalizing the eigenvectors requires
a considerable amount of communication. ScaLAPACK [8] computes the eigenvectors of
one cluster of eigenvalues therefore on one node. This circumvents the communication
problem but can lead to load imbalance [5].
In the 1990’s, Dhillon and Parlett proposed the Algorithm of Multiple Relatively Robust
Representations [21, 52, 53, 22, 23, 24] for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem. It also employs bisection and a version of inverse iteration but can guarantee the
orthogonality of the computed eigenvectors to high relative accuracy without explicit orthogonalization. Parlett and Vömel [54] showed that the original MRRR algorithm can fail
on tight eigenvalue clusters but Dhillon [54] devised a simple strategy to circumvents this
problem. In contrast to other eigen-solvers which can require O(n3 ) operations, MRRR
has a worst case complexity of O(n2 ) for obtaining all eigen-pairs and it requires only
O(kn) operations to determine a subset of k eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Similar to the
Divide and Conquer algorithm, the MRRR algorithm generates a computation tree which
can guide a parallel implementation.
The previous discussion raises the question which the most efficient algorithm for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem is. An answer is however not straight-forward and
depends significantly on the input matrix, the hardware architecture on which the algorithm is implemented, the desired accuracy, and many other parameters. Recently, Demmel et al. [19] compared LAPACK’s implementations [3] of QR iteration, bisection and
inverse iteration, the Divide and Conquer algorithm, and the MRRR algorithm on a variety
of single processor systems. They concluded that Divide and Conquer and MRRR are the
fastest algorithm, and that QR iteration and Divide and Conquer are the most accurate once,
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although the MRRR algorithm provides the relative accuracy of O( n) it promises.
The parallelization strategies discussed above, which have been used for example in
ScaLAPACK [8], PLAPACK [1], or PeIGS [27], have been developed for distributed memory systems. Our target architecture is however an array of data-parallel processing units
and these strategies can thus only to a limited extent guide our own efforts. Disregarding some preliminary work on the Connection Machine [28, 57, 58], we are not aware of
implementations of eigen-solvers on data-parallel architectures; in particular the Divide
and Conquer and the MRRR algorithm, which naturally lend themselves to parallel implementations [14, 21] and which are the fastest known eigen-solvers [19], have not been
implemented on such systems. We decided to close this gap and implement the MRRR
algorithm, which requires in contrast to the Divide and Conquer algorithm only O(n2 )
operations, on a data-parallel coprocessor using the CUDA programming environment.

3

Data Parallel Coprocessors

Traditionally, highly parallel architectures such as the Connection Machine [63] and Cray’s
vector computers were prohibitively expensive and available only to large institutions and
companies. With the transition from graphics supercomputers to off-the-shelf graphics
processing units (GPUs) in the late 1990’s highly parallel architectures with thousands of
threads in flight simultaneously became however commodity. Today, these provide a readily available data-parallel coprocessor those raw compute power exceeds the latest CPUs
by an order of magnitude and which is available in almost every computer [49].
The widespread availability and high performance combined with emerging programmability spurred the interest of the research community to employ GPUs not only for computer graphics but also for general-purpose computations (GPGPU). Significant speedups
have been reported for a variety of applications, ranging from numerical analysis to
databases [49], where the algorithms mapped well onto the GPU. From the beginning, the
practicality of GPGPU was however compromised by a variety of shortcomings; for example graphics APIs had to be used to write programs, making it inaccessible to non-graphics
experts; the hardware was optimized for direct lighting calculations and the parallelism was
exposed only implicitly, leading to cumbersome program design and often to large inefficiency for general-purpose computations; and synchronization between threads, necessary
for most non-trivial computations, was prohibitively expensive.
In the last years, a variety of approaches have been proposed to overcome these limitations.
Middleware solutions such as SH [47] and Brook [11] provide for example an additional
software layer on top of the graphics API. In most cases this simplifies program design
considerably, in particular for non-graphics experts. It does however not overcome hardware limitations such as the lack of scatter writes and in fact might incur additional costs
at runtime because a graphics API is required to access the hardware. ATI [55] proposed
Close-To-Metal (CTM), a low-level general-purpose API for its GPUs, which is for many
computations more efficient than OpenGL or DirectX. The software-only nature of CTM
limits however its impact and it shares many of the limitations of traditional GPGPU and
middleware solutions. NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [48] improves on GPGPU with both software and hardware enhancements and exposes the GPU
as a highly multi-threaded data-parallel coprocessor with a single-program multiple-data
(SPMD) execution model which is programed with a superset of ANSI C, providing the
most compelling approach to mainstream data-parallel programming so far.
In the remainder of the section we will provide an overview of the CUDA programming environment. A more detailed discussion can be found in the CUDA programming guide [48],
and more information on GPGPU is available in the survey article by Owens et al. [49].
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3.1

CUDA Hardware

The latest generation of NVIDIA hardware provides for the first time functionality specifically designed for general-purpose computations. Depending on the API used – OpenGL
/ DirectX or CUDA – it is therefore either employed as a graphics processing unit or as a
general-purpose data-parallel coprocessor. In fact, time slicing allows to use the hardware
(virtually) simultaneously for image synthesis and general-purpose computations.
The computational elements of CUDA hardware are arranged as a task-parallel array of
data-parallel multiprocessors, each with an independent SPMD execution unit. Every multiprocessor can execute up to 512 threads in parallel and barriers are available for synchronization. User-controlled shared memory, which is also local to each multiprocessor and
therefore very fast, in many cases having the same latency as registers, allows to efficiently
share data between threads and can also be used as user-managed cache, making it to one of
the most important improvements of CUDA over traditional GPGPU, although the practicality of shared memory is often compromised by the very limited size of only 16kB. Next
to on-chip memory, CUDA hardware also provides three types of DRAM memory; global
memory, texture memory, and constant memory; which are accessible from the host4 and
the device and thus serve as interface between them. In contrast to texture and constant
memory which are similar to their analogs on traditional GPUs, global memory provides
read and write access from the device. This overcomes the gather-only limitation of traditional GPUs although it has the price of global memory access being un-cached. With
enough threads in flight in parallel on a multiprocessor it is however possible to hide the
global memory latency [48].
3.2

CUDA Software

The most important components of the CUDA software layer are an extension of ANSI
C [2] for data-parallel coprocessors, supporting also many useful features of C++ [62],
and a meta-compiler which separates program parts executed on the host and device. The
host code is compiled with a standard CPU compiler such as gcc and the device code
compiler is again part of the CUDA software layer. In contrast to traditional GPGPU
programming [49], this allows to develop data-parallel programs in a way very similar to
CPU applications; for example if a function is executed on the device or on the host is
determined by an intrinsic which is part of the function declaration and on the GPU the
same standard math library is available as on the CPU.
CUDA programs, one often refers to them as kernels, are executed as a grid of thread blocks
and each thread block is mapped onto one multiprocessor. The execution environment for
a kernel, that is how many blocks and how many threads per block are used when the
program is run, is specified at launch time.
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The MRRR Algorithm

The Algorithm of Multiple Relatively Robust Representations (MRRR) [21, 52, 53, 22, 23,
24] computes k eigen-pairs (λi , ui ) of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix T ∈ Rn×n in O(nk)
time while guaranteeing small residuals of the eigen-decomposition
kTui − λi ui k = O (nkTk)

(1)

and orthogonality of the eigenvectors
kuTi uj k = O (n)
4

,

i 6= j.

(2)

In the literature it is common practice to denote the CPU as host and the data-parallel coprocessor as device.
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Algorithm 1: DSTQDS
Input: L, D, µ
Output: L+ , D+ , S+
s+
1 = −µ ;
for i = 1 : n − 1 do
+
d+
i = di + si ;
+
+
li = di li /di ;
+
+
s+
i+1 = li li si − µ
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Algorithm 2: DPQDS
Input: L, D, µ
Output: U+ , R+ , P+
p+
n = dn − µ ;
for i = n − 1 : −1 : 1 do
+
ri+1
= di li2 + p+
i+1 ;
+
+
ui = li di /ri+1
;
+
+
+
pi = pi+1 di /ri+1 − µ

6

+
d+
n = dn + sn

6

r1+ = p+
1

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

Figure 1: Differential stationary and differential progressive qds transforms yielding the
T
T
L+ D+ (L+ ) and U+ R+ (U+ ) factorizations of LDLT − µI, respectively.
An overview of the MRRR algorithm is given in Algo. 3. Its three parts, eigenvalue classification (line 2), eigen-pair computation (line 3), and cluster shift (line 5), will be detailed
in the following.
4.1

Eigenvalue Classification

Definition 1 (Relative Distance and Relative Gap [22]). Let λi and λj be two eigenvalues of a tridiagonal symmetric matrix T ∈ Rn×n , with λi < λj . The relative distance
reldist (λi , λj ) between two eigenvalues is
reldist (λi , λj ) ≡

|λi − λj |
.
|λi |

The relative gap relgap (λi ) of an eigenvalue λi is the minimum over all relative distances:
relgap (λi ) ≡ min {reldist (λi , λj ) |λi 6= λj ∈ λ (T)} .

An eigenvalue λi is (relatively) isolated, or a singleton, if its relative gap exceeds a given
threshold tc , that is relgap (λi ) > tc . It can be shown that for a singletons λi the eigen-pair
(λi , ui ) can be computed to high relative accuracy [21]. A group λk1 :km of m non-isolated
eigenvalues forms an eigenvalue cluster of multiplicity m.
For the practicality of the MRRR algorithm it is important that only an approximation λ̃i
of the eigenvalue λi has to be obtained to classify it as singleton or cluster. A common
methods to obtain λ̃i is the bisection algorithm [29, 16] where the approximation λ̃i is
given by an interval around λi those size is determined by the threshold tc . Singletons thus
correspond to intervals containing only one eigenvalue and cluster to intervals containing
multiple eigenvalues.
4.2

Cluster Shift

For eigenvalues that are part of a cluster the eigen-pairs (λi , ui ) cannot be computed accurately [21]. Matrix shifts are employed to increase the relative distance between the
eigenvalues in a cluster until these become singletons.
Let the eigenvalues λk1 to λkm form the k th cluster λk1 :km of T, and let µ be an approximation of the cluster location. The relative gap of an eigenvalue λ̄ki ∈ λ̄k1 :km of the shifted
6
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Algorithm 3: MRRR algorithm for the tridiagonal symmetric eigenvalue problem.
Input: Tridiagonal symmetric matrix T ∈ Rn×n
Output: List of eigen-pairs (λi , ui ) of T.
Find an RRR for T.
Compute approximation λ̃i of eigenvalue λi and classify as singleton or cluster.
for each singleton λi do
Compute the eigenvalue and eigenvector to high relative accuracy.
for each cluster λk1 :km do
Shift T with a shift index µ close to the cluster to obtain T̄.
Let T ≡ T̄ and go to line 2.

matrix T̄ = T − µI5 is then

relgapT̄ λ̄ki = relgapT (λki )

|λki |
.
|λki − µ|

With the choice µ ≈ λki the denominator |λki − µ| becomes small and

relgapT̄ λ̄ki  relgapT (λki ) .
The shifted eigenvalues λ̄k1 to λ̄km are thus likely to be singletons. In practice this has
to be verified by classifying the eigenvalues of T̄. For eigenvalues λ̄ki that are again part
of a cluster, now with respect to T̄, a new shift µ̄ ≈ λ̄ki is applied to T̄. This process is
repeated until all eigenvalues are classified as singletons and the corresponding eigen-pairs
have been computed to high relative accuracy. The eigenvalues of the shifted matrices can
be related back to those of the input matrix T by accumulating the shifts which have been
applied.
Classifying eigenvalues and shifting clusters generates a representation tree of matrices
T = {Tj,k | j ∈ J , k ∈ K(j)} ,

(3)

where singletons are leaf nodes and clusters are inner nodes and the root node T1,1 ≡ T
is the original input matrix. The importance of the representation tree stems from the
fact that it describes all computations necessary to determine the desired eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.
Important for the practicality of the MRRR algorithm is that no precision is lost when the
representation tree is traversed and shifted matrices Tj,k are obtained. Dhillon showed
that this is satisfied when relatively robust representations (RRR)6 are employed. For a
symmetric tridiagonal matrix the LDLT factorization7 is in most cases an RRR [21] and the
dstqds transform in Algo. 1 can be employed to perform the matrix shifts.
4.3

Eigenvector Computation

We explained so far how singletons can be identified and how a cluster of eigenvalues can
be transformed into a set of isolated eigenvalues. We will now detail how the (accurate)
5

It is easy to show that the eigenvalues of T − µI are those of T shifted by µ and that the
eigenvector are unaffected by the shift (cf. Theorem 2 in Appendix B).
6
A representation of a matrix, that is any set of numbers that uniquely identifies the matrix,
is relatively robust (w.r.t the eigen-decomposition) if small relative changes to the elements of the
representation cause only small relative changes to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
7
For a symmetric tridiagonal matrix T the LDLT factorization T = LDLT is formed by the
diagonal matrix D and L = I + L̄, where L̄ has nonzero elements only on the first lower diagonal.
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Figure 2: Representation tree T for a matrix T8×8 . Singletons are the leaf nodes of the
tree, shown in blue, and clusters are inner nodes, shown in black. Here we assumed that
bisection was used to classify and approximate the eigenvalues so that λ̃i is the midpoint of
the blue intervals shown in the figure. The interval at level l = 1 is the Gerschgorin interval
GT of the input matrix. Through the matrix shifts which are used for every cluster on level
j − 1 to create the corresponding matrix Tj,k the relative distance of clustered eigenvalues
is increased from level to level until all eigenvalues are singletons. The relative distance
between eigenvalues is indicated by the spacing between intervals.
approximation (λ̄i , ūi ) of the true eigen-pair (λi , ui ) can be computed in O(n) time to
high relative accuracy such that Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 are satisfied.
After λs ≡ λi has been classified as singleton an accurate approximation λ̄s of the eigenvalue is obtained from λ̃i , for example again by using the bisection algorithm with a refined
threshold tr . With λ̄s , we seek ūs such that the residual
w
 w

w LDLT − λ̄I ūs w = O n|λ̄s |
(4)
is small. Then the classic gap theorem [50] guarantees that the eigenvectors are orthogonal
and Eq. 2 is satisfied [67]. A vector q ≡ ūs with elements q = {qi }ni=1 satisfying Eq. 4
can be obtained by first determining the double factorization
T
T
LDLT − λ̄s I = L+ D+ L+ = U+ R+ U+
(5)
using the differential stationary and differential progressive qds transforms, dstqds and
dpqds in Algo. 1 and Algo. 2, respectively, and then computing
qk = 1,
qi = −li+ qi+1
qi+1 =

−u+
i qi

for i = k − 1, . . . , 1

(6)

for i = k, . . . , n − 1,

which is equivalent to solving the linear system on the left hand side of Eq. 4.
The remaining question is which index k should be employed in Eq. 6. Dhillon showed in
his dissertation [21] that Eq. 4 is satisfied when k is chosen such that |γk | is minimal or
sufficiently small, with
+
γk = s+
(7)
k + pk + µ,
8

+
+
+
and s+
k and pk being the non-trivial elements of S and P from the dstqds and dpqds
T
transforms, respectively. It is possible that one or both of the factorizations L+ D+ (L+ )
T
and U+ R+ (U+ ) do not exist. The approximation ūs can then still be computed by
modifying Eq. 6 [22].
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Implementation

In this section our implementation of the MRRR algorithm on a data-parallel coprocessors
will be detailed. We will first discuss how the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for matrices
with at most 512 × 512 can be determined to high relative accuracy, and then explain how
this implementation can be used to compute eigen-pairs for arbitrary size matrices.
5.1

Small Matrices

5.1.1

Overview

Input The diagonal and off-diagonal elements a and b of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix
T ∈ Rn×n with n ≤ 512; thresholds tc and tr for classifying and refining eigenvalue approximations, respectively; and the number of thread blocks K used for the computations.8
Output All eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T computed to high relative accuracy.
Host Computations Given a and b, first the Gerschgorin interval GT of T is com9
puted [33, p. 395] and K subintervals {Ik }K
k=1 ⊂ GT , with Ik = (lk , uk ], are determined.
Following the approach in LAPACK’s sstemr routine [23], then the initial relatively robust representation is obtained
T − µ1,1 I = L1,1 D1,1 LT1,1 − µ1,1 I
where µ1,1 is chosen close to the end of the spectrum of T which contains the most eigenvalues.
Next, the data of the initial LDLT factorization is copied to the device and the device kernel
is launched with a one-dimensional execution environment where the number of threads
per thread block is the matrix size n. The parameters passed to the kernel are the pointers
to the initial LDLT factorization, the bounds for the intervals Ik , the initial shift µ1,1 , the
matrix size n, the thresholds tc and tr , and pointers to arrays in global memory which are
used to store the result and intermediate data; for the eigenvalues a one-dimensional array
is employed, and for the eigenvectors and the intermediates two-dimensional arrays are
used.
Device Computations We compute the eigen-pairs (λi , ui ) for all eigenvalues λi ∈ Ik
in one interval Ik on one multiprocessor. Instead of creating one representation tree we
thus create a forest of trees. In the remainder of the report it will therefore be sufficient to
consider only one interval Ik for arbitrary k.
8

If the specified number of thread blocks exceeds the number of multiprocessors available in
hardware, then some of the work will be serialized. Assume for example that K = 8 but that only two
multiprocessors are available in hardware. Then the computations for two thread blocks are executed
in parallel (assuming equal execution time) and a four-way serialization occurs. CUDA handles such
serializations transparently exposing to the programmer a device with an virtually infinite number of
multiprocessors. In the remainder of the report we will therefore allow any value for K, disregarding
possible performance penalties.
9
In practice we currently also compute the Sturm counts sT (lk ) and sT (uk ) but this could easily
be avoided if necessary.
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Figure 3: Execution time with different implementations of the dstqds and dpqds transforms. The try-and-fallback strategy outperforms the safe implementation. Using only the
unsafe implementation is the fastest approach but can lead to incorrect results.
At the heart of the MRRR algorithm is the qds transform in its different forms. It is used
to determine shifted matrices and eigenvectors and it also underlies the Sturm count10 computation; an integral part of bisection, our algorithm of choice for classifying and refining
eigenvalue approximations; making its efficient implementation crucial for overall performance. Parallelizing the transform is however not possible since it consists of a loop where
every iteration depends on the previous one (cf. Algo. 1 and Algo. 2).
The tree structure of the MRRR algorithm suggests however that the computations for all
nodes on the same level of T are independent and thus amendable to parallelization. Moreover, for nodes of the same type, inner nodes or leaf nodes, the computations are identical
and differ only by their input data, providing a natural mapping onto a data-parallel architecture. Instead of parallelizing the qds transform we thus compute the transform in
parallel for all nodes of T on the same level and of the same type, yielding a breadth-first
order traversal of the representation tree.11
Next to exploiting parallelism also the effective use of the memory hierarchy is crucial for
the efficiency of a CUDA program. In particular shared memory with its very low latency
has to be used efficiently – although its very limited size makes this often non-trivial. In our
implementation of the MRRR algorithm shared memory is employed to store the interval
information of the representation tree nodes on the current tree level (cf. Fig. 5):
10

Given a symmetric matrix A and a shift µ, the Sturm count sA (µ) is the number of eigenvalues
smaller than µ (cf. Def. 4 in Appendix B).
11
In principle, it would be possible to compute the qds transform in parallel for nodes independent
of their level or type. A breadth-first traversal simplifies however the program flow; reducing the
amount of computations not dedicate to the actual algorithm, which is of importance in particular for
data-parallel architectures; and splitting the computations per node type avoids branches in the loop
body of the qds transform which would otherwise be necessary.
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Figure 4: Execution time as a function of the classification threshold tc for a matrix with
512 × 512 elements. A significant performance improvement can be observed for tc ≤
0.00001 compared to tc ≥ 0.00005.
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left and right interval bounds,
Sturm counts of the bounds,
accumulated shift index of the closest representation tree node,
a row pointer providing an offset for the global memory arrays which are used to
store intermediate results.

At execution time, after the device kernel is launched first the pointers to the twodimensional global memory array are initialized with an offset which guarantees that different multiprocessors are operating on non-overlapping parts of the memory; more precisely,
for the k th interval the offset is given by s(lk ). The parameters of the root node Ik of the extended interval tree are then stored in shared memory and bisection is employed to classify
the eigenvalues in Ik as singletons or clusters. Next, a variation of stream compaction [61]
is used to sort the generated intervals so that singletons are at the beginning of the shared
memory arrays. For these intervals then the eigenvalue approximations are refined and the
eigenvectors are obtained by first computing the dstqds and dpqds transforms (Algo. 1
and Algo. 2) and determining the twist index k with argmink |γk | (Eq. 7) and then solving
Eq. 6 for the eigenvector.
After singletons have been resolved, for each cluster k a new LDLT factorization
L2,k D2,k LT2,k = L1,1 D1,1 LT1,1 − µ1,k I
is computed using the dstqds transform in Algo. 1. The non-trivial elements of L2,k and
D2,k are stored in global memory. The generated tree nodes are then processed analogously
to the root node, beginning with bisection to classify the eigenvalues contained in the cluster. This process is continued until all eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been determined
to high relative accuracy, or until a maximum tree level has been reached.
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struct SharedMem {
// interval bounds
float left[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
float right[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
// number of eigenvalues that are smaller than left / right
short left_count[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
short right_count[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
// shift for each interval / representation tree node
float shift[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
// helper for stream compaction
short row_index[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK];
// helper for compaction of arrays
short compaction[MAX_THREADS_BLOCK + 1];
};

Figure 5: Arrays wrapped in a C struct are used to store the representation tree nodes in
shared memory.

5.1.2

qds Transform

The qds transform in its different forms is employed for the Sturm count computation;
which is the fundament of bisection, our algorithm of choice for the classification and
refinement of eigenvalues; to determine relatively robust representations for new tree nodes
when the representation tree is traversed; and to determine the double factorizations for the
eigenvector computation. An efficient and accurate implementation of the transform is thus
important for the efficacy of the MRRR algorithm.
The transform takes as input the non-trivial elements d and l of the LDLT factorization of
a symmetric tridiagonal matrix and determines the result by a loop over d and l. The low
arithmetic intensity of the computations makes efficient memory access thereby critical for
high performance. Except for the eigenvector computation, on level l = 2 the inputs d
and l are identical for all intervals (or threads). Thus, instead of loading every element
separately for every thread we can employ shared memory as user managed cache. The
expensive reads from global memory have then only to be performed once and we can hide
latency further by using multiple threads in parallel to load the data from global to shared
memory as shown in Fig. 6.
However, even for small matrices shared memory is in general too small to store both the interval information and d and l. We therefore use SharedMem.left and SharedMem.right
(cf. Fig. 5) to store the non-trivial matrix elements and “cache” the interval data in the
meantime in registers. Although the caching has considerable overhead, requiring multiple synchronizations, it is still beneficial because it allows to access d and l from shared
instead of global memory during the computation of the qds transform.
For all computations on levels l > 2 and for the eigenvector computation on levels l ≥ 2
every node has a different shifted matrix as input. The size of shared memory is thus no
longer sufficient to “cache” the input data and the qds transform is computed directly from
global memory.
The qds transform includes a division (line 4 in Algo. 1 and Algo. 2) which can generate
a NaN in the i + 1 iteration if the denominator becomes very small in iteration i. Although
12

// make sure the shared memory is not used
__syncthreads();
// read data into shared memory
if( threadIdx.x < s_num_intervals) {
smem.d[threadIdx.x] = gmem.d[threadIdx.x];
smem.l[threadIdx.x] = gmem.l[threadIdx.x];
}
// make sure every thread read the data before it is used
__syncthreads();
// compute qds transform
...

Figure 6: On level 2, for an n × n matrix n threads are employed to load d1,1, and l1,1
in parallel from global to shared memory. For the computation of the qds transform then
only (fast) shared memory has to be accessed.

in the literature it has been reported that this occurs only in rare cases [46] we observed
the problem quiet frequently even for small random matrices which tend to be numerically
well behaved. Marques et al. [46] discuss different strategies to circumvent the problem
and in our current implementation we employ an approach devised by Demmel and Li [17]:
First a fast but unsafe implementation is employed and only if the result is incorrect then
a safe but slower version is used. Our naı̈ve implementation does not account for the
possibility of a division by zero but if the final value of d+ or r+ is NaN (cf. Algo. 1 and
Algo. 2) then a safe version is executed which tests in every iteration if the denominator is
less than some threshold tqds and in this case sets it to the negative threshold value [46].
Fig. 3 compares the performance of the MRRR algorithm with and without try-and-fallback
strategy, verifying that also on a data-parallel coprocessor the strategy by Demmel and
Li provides the best performance when a correct result is required. Note that we do not
employ the try-and -fallback strategy for l > 2. There, the costs of the if-statement in the
loop body are hidden by the high latency of global memory which has to be incurred to
load the elements of d and l.
additional costs of the if-statement to test the absolute size of the denominator in every loop
iteration are hidden by the high costs of the global memory access necessary to read the
elements of d and l.
5.1.3

Bisection

Bisection [33, p. 439] is employed to classify eigenvalues as singletons or clusters and to
refine eigenvalue approximations. The algorithm takes as input an interval I ⊆ GT and
recursively subdivides I until every non-empty interval is smaller than some predefined
threshold. The resulting intervals are leaf nodes of a bisection tree. The Sturm count sT (µ)
at the interval bounds is used to determine the number of eigenvalues in every interval. See
for example the paper by Demmel et al. [16] for a more detail discussion of the bisection
algorithm.
During the refinement of singletons it is guaranteed that exactly one child interval is nonempty after subdivision. The number of intervals remains thus constant and refined approximation can be obtained by choosing the number of threads equal to the number of
singletons. When bisection is employed for classification, from all intervals generated on
level l of the (unbalanced) bisection tree only non-empty ones have and should be retained
13
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Figure 7: Execution time as a function of the number of interval splits used for the initial
bisection step for a matrix with 512 × 512 elements. Employing 448 initial splits provides
a speedup of 21%.
for level l + 1. We employ stream compaction [40] to remove empty intervals at every level
of the bisection tree. First, the prefix sum algorithm [9] is employed to generate for every
non-empty interval an index and during the compaction step this index provides the final
address of the data in shared memory. To avoid read-write conflicts, all interval data has
to be cached in registers before any thread can move its data to the new location in shared
memory:
// cache the interval data in shared memory
float left = smem.left[threadIdx.x];
float right = smem.right[threadIdx.x];
...
__syncthreads();
if( is_non-empty) {
// read index generated by the prefix sum algorithm
unsigned int addr = smem.compaction[threadIdx.x];
smem.left[index] = left;
smem.right[index] = right;
...
}

Two optimizations are employed in our implementation. With a two-fold subdivision every
interval is guaranteed to have one non-empty child interval. Thus, only the set of second
child intervals has to be compacted, reducing costs by half. Additionally, the compaction
is only performed when necessary and on level l + 1 intervals with two non-empty child
intervals exist; in particular on deep bisection tree levels often only a refinement takes place
14

and no new intervals are generated, making the sorting obsolete.
The convergence of an interval is currently determined using a combination of a relative
and an absolute interval size criterion:
float t0 = right - left;
float t1 = max( abs(left), abs(right)) * t_c;
is_converged = ( t0 <= max( MIN_ABS_INTERVAL, t1)) 1 : 0;

where left and right are the left and right interval bounds, and MIN ABS INTERVAL
is a minimal absolute interval size which is necessary if eigenvalues are close to zero; this
occurs frequently for shifted matrices at representation tree levels l > 2.
The classic bisection algorithm creates an unbalanced binary tree starting with a single
interval as root node. Parallelism arises thus only slowly and the available hardware is
exploited inefficiently at low tree levels. To generate parallelism more quickly, Mark Harris suggested to employ a k-nary tree [39]; in the literature this has been doubted multisection. Although this is an interesting idea, we believe that a k-nary tree would generate
a considerable overhead which might outweigh the performance benefit obtained by additional parallelism. In our implementation we therefore subdivide only the input interval,
the root node of the interval tree, k times. Fig. 7 shows the performance benefit obtained
by this approach for different values of k. For all of our experiments we observed the highest performance when k was close to n. After the set of intervals generated by the k-fold
subdivision is compacted and empty intervals are removed, the regular bisection algorithm
with two-fold subdivision is employed. For nodes at levels l > 2 the input to the bisection
algorithm are multiple intervals containing usually only a small number of eigenvalues. We
therefore do not employ multi-section in this case.
For the MRRR algorithm two thresholds tc and tr , for classification and refinement, respectively, have to be specified. In particular an appropriate choice of tc is thereby critical
both for the accuracy and the performance of the MRRR algorithm. Choosing tc too small
can lead to non-orthogonal eigenvectors but choosing a large value for tc can significantly
increase the running time as shown in Fig. 4. We will discuss this issue in more detail in
Sec. 6.
5.1.4

Distribution of the Computations across Multiprocessors

The representation tree of the MRRR algorithm has a single root node and it would therefore be natural to employ only one multiprocessor for the computations. This would however exploit only a fraction of the available compute power. To circumvent this inefficiency
we split the initial Gerschgorin interval GT heuristically into K subintervals and process
each with one thread block, thus distributing the work across multiprocessors. When
K = 2 GT is split symmetrically but with K = 8 the first and the last subinterval are
chosen to be larger. The Gerschgorin interval provides only upper and lower bounds on
the spectrum and the “fringes” of GT contain usually far less eigenvalues then its center
making an asymmetric split beneficial.
The performance improvement obtained by distributing the work across multiprocessors is
shown in Fig. 8. Although the data-parallel coprocessor used in our experiments has only
eight multiprocessors the highest performance is obtained when GT is subdivided into 16
intervals.
Note that the splitting of the initial Gerschgorin interval also allows to easily distribute the
work across multiple coprocessors if available on a host system.
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Figure 8: Execution time as function of thread blocks K for a matrix with 512 × 512
elements. On our data-parallel coprocessors with eight multiprocessors using 16 blocks
provides a more than three-fold speedup over a naı̈ve implementation with only one thread
block.
5.1.5

Memory Management

LAPACK’s CPU implementation of the MRRR algorithm, sstemr, has memory requirements of (n2 +O(n)). For our data-parallel implementation we require (7n2 +4n) (global)
memory. The increased memory consumption is a direct consequence of our parallel implementation; for example if all intervals on level 2 of the extended interval tree are classified
as singletons then n double factorizations are obtained in parallel and for all of them L+
and U+ have to be stored for the eigenvector computation requiring 2n2 memory. Additional n memory is necessary to determine the twist index k with argmink |γk |. The indices
in the dstqds and dpqds transforms (Algo. 1 and Algo. 2) run in opposite direction but
for the computation of the twist index s+ and p+ are indexed in lock-step so that at least
one of the auxiliary vectors s+ or p+ has to be stored in memory. In our implementation,
we currently store s+ and determine k during the computation of U+ R+ (U+ )T . The remaining 4n2 memory are required to store the non-trivial elements of LDLT factorizations
as well as the precomputed quantity lld for shifted matrices and the eigenvectors.
With CUDA it is in general crucial to coalesce global memory access. Interestingly, we
observed in our implementation that it is most efficient to store the data associated with
one representation tree node in the rows of the two-dimensional global memory arrays,
leading to entirely uncoalesced memory access. It is currently unclear why organising the
data in columns, with partially coalesced memory access, is slightly slower.
5.2

Arbitrary Size Matrices

The limited size of shared memory prevents a direct use of the implementation discussed
in the last section for arbitrary size matrices. However, only minor modifications are necessary to overcome these problems. The interval information can still be stored in shared
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memory (cf. Fig 5) if we modify the definition of the Ik ⊂ Gk and now also require that
the number of eigenvalues contained in each Ik does not exceed 512. For this, we initially
split GT into a fixed number of intervals and then recursively subdivide all intervals with
more than 512 eigenvalues until the constraint is met.
For arbitrary size matrices, shared memory is too small to serve as user managed cache for
the qds transform independent of the representation tree level. We could read the matrix
elements directly from global memory but this would leave shared memory unexploited
and be highly inefficient. In our current implementation we therefore load the input matrix
block-wise to shared memory so that the data can still be read from fast on-chip memory
during the computation of the qds transform. Loading the data in blocks provides an
almost three-fold performance benefit over the naı̈ve implementation which does not use
shared memory.
At this point it should be noted that the significant memory requirements of our implementation (cf. Sec. 5.1.5) impede currently its use for true arbitrary size matrices. This would
require a dynamic memory management where eigenvectors and eigenvalues are read to the
host after they have been computed and where the global memory arrays are reused. We
believe however that only minor modifications are necessary to incorporate such a dynamic
memory management.
5.3

Discussion

In contrast to traditional GPGPU programming [49] CUDA allows to develop data-parallel
programs in a way very similar to CPU applications (cf. Sec. 3). Particularly useful for our
implementation proved the ability to use template classes and to employ them transparently
in both the host and device code. We developed for example an abstraction for CUDA’s
two-dimensional arrays which are otherwise often cumbersome to use because of a pitch
which has to be considered for every data access. Our implementation consists of a host
class which provides a convenient and safe interface to initialize and access the array on the
CPU, and a device class which can directly be passed to a kernel and automatically takes
the necessary pitch into account. The same pattern of tightly linked host and device classes
was successfully used also for other purposes in our implementation. Templates proved also
to be useful when we extended our initial implementation for small matrices to arbitrary
size matrices. Since the two versions differ only at minor points (cf. Sec. 5.2) we used a
template argument for the kernel functions and static branching to distinguish between the
two code paths, minimizing code-duplication to almost zero without performance penalty
at runtime.

6
6.1

Experimental Evaluation
Experimental Setup

To asses the efficacy of our CUDA implementation of the MRRR algorithm (mrrr dp)
we compared it to CLAPACK’s sstemr routine which provides an optimized CPU implementation. Our test system was a Intel Pentium D CPU (3 GHz) with 1 GB RAM, and an
NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX (driver version 169.07). The operating system employed for
the experiments was Fedora Core 6 and all programs were compiled using gcc 4.1.2. We
used CUDA version 1.1 and CLAPACK version 3.1.1 compiled on our test system with the
default optimizations.
To determine the numerical accuracy of the computed eigenvalues we used LAPACK’s
double-precision function dsterf, which implements the highly accurate QR / QL algorithm [19], to obtain a ground truth and compared the results of both our CUDA implementation and sstemr to those of dsterf. We also computed the residual of the eigen17

decomposition kTui − λi ui kp and the error of hui , uj i over all eigen-pairs. Reported is
always the `∞ norm.
6.2

Parameters

A wide range of parameters influence the efficacy of an eigen-solver making an exhaustive
experimental evaluation usually impossible. For our implementation in particular the input
matrix and the choice of the classification threshold tc are critical. We therefore focused
on these in our experiments.
As input we employed random matrices (rand) with elements in [−1, 1] and the Wilkinson
matrix (wilkinson) [18]. Random matrices are interesting because they allow to estimate the robustness of an algorithm when different random inputs are used for otherwise
fixed parameter settings. In the figures in Appendix A we therefore report the mean, minimal and maximal errors over a set of random matrices for each parameter configuration.
Note that the range of the random matrix elements is fixed independent of the matrix size,
increasing the eigenvalue clustering – and therefore the degree of difficulty for the MRRR
algorithm – with increasing matrix size. The Wilkinson matrix is known to have significant
eigenvalue clustering and we therefore employed it as stress test for mrrr dp .
The matrix sizes used in the experiments were partly randomly generated and partly manually determined. This avoids that only values of n are used which are “fast paths” for the
implementations but also guarantees a good coverage of the whole domain. Two matrix
size ranges have been employed, “arbitrary” size matrices with n ∈ [32, 4096] and “small”
matrices with n ∈ [32, 512]. The latter category gave us more flexibility in choosing the
parameter tc without affecting the correctness of our implementation, whereas the first category better shows the asymptotic behaviour of mrrr dp and sstemr .
The performance numbers shown in Appendix A are without preprocessing on the CPU.
These times were usually negligible compared to the overall processing time.
6.3

Arbitrary Size Matrices

Fig. 9 to Fig. 16 show the experimental results for rand and wilkinson with n ∈
[32, 4096] and 16 and 8 multi-processors, respectively. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show clearly
the superior performance of mrrr dp with an up to 16-fold speedup over sstemr . The
width of the quadratic is for mrrr dp thereby significantly larger than for sstemr so that
even higher speedups can be expected for larger matrices.
The accuracy of mrrr dp and sstemr is shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 16, revealing that
sstemr is usually an order of magnitude more accurate than mrrr dp . It is interesting
to not that for the Wilkinson matrix the eigenvalues obtained with mrrr dp are more
accurate than those of sstemr .
6.4

Small Matrices

Performance graphs for rand with n ∈ [32, 512] and different values of tc are presented
in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. The results show that the choice of tc significantly affects performance. Minimal execution time for mrrr dp is obtained when classification and refinement threshold are chosen equal. Our implementation then provides a 50-fold speedup over
the CPU. LAPACK’s sstemr routine outperforms mrrr dp only for very small matrices
with n = 32. The accuracy of mrrr dp and sstemr for rand and n ∈ [32, 512] is
shown in Fig. 19 to Fig. 24. It can be observed that the choice of tc is here largely irrelevant and mrrr dp yields the same accuracy independent of tc while sstemr is again
about an order of magnitude more accurate.
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It is interesting to note that for n ∈ [32, 512] the performance of mrrr dp scales linearly
in contrast to the quadratic complexity of the MRRR algorithm which clearly governs the
performance of sstemr . This suggests that for small matrices mrrr dp does not optimally utilizes the GPU and that with increasing matrix size the available parallelism is
exploited better and better compensating for one O(n) factor.
In Fig. 25 to Fig. 32 results for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512] are shown, largely
resembling those of rand . The eigenvalues obtained with mrrr dp are however again
approximately as accurate as those of sstemr .
6.5

Discussion

Our experimental results show that the MRRR algorithm can be mapped efficiently onto
a data-parallel coprocessor and that significant speedups over optimized CPU implementations are possible. Unfortunately, the accuracy of mrrr dp is currently not satisfying.
sstegr , LAPACK’s original implementation of the MRRR algorithm, suffered however
from the same problem and we believe that it will be possible to incorporate the improvements from sstegr to sstemr into our implementation. Note that the performance will
not necessarily be affected by these changes; for example a better handling of clusters
can improve the structure of the representation tree and effectively reduce the computation
time [65]. We currently do not believe that the limited accuracy of mrrr dp results from
CUDA hardware limitations but so far did not explore this question in detail.
The results presented in Sec. 6.4 show that the efficacy of mrrr dp depends on an appropriate choice of tc . Choosing a small value close or equal to the refinement threshold
allows higher performance but incurs the risk of non-orthogonal eigenvectors, whereas a
large value of tc yields a more robust algorithm at the cost of reduced performance. For
example choosing tc and tr equal for n ∈ [32, 4096] would result in non-orthogonal eigenvectors for large n due to the increasing eigenvalue clustering for rand . More work will
be necessary to – ideally automatically – determine values of tc which are appropriate for
the application at hand.
In Sec. 5 we reported that using multiple thread blocks (and multi-processors) and performing multi-section instead of bisection can significantly increase performance. Our experiments showed however that these optimizations have to be used with care. When multiple
thread blocks are employed the intervals Ik are currently determined irrespectively of the
eigenvalue distribution of the input matrix, possibly distributing eigenvalue clusters across
multiple intervals. The correct classification of eigenvalues is however only possible if
clusters are treated as being atomic and the bounds of the Ik are chosen so that clusters are
respected. The eigenvectors obtained with mrrr dp are thus sometimes not orthogonal
(cf. [66]). Similarly, when multi-section is performed too aggressively, eigenvalues might
not be classified correctly because the intervals resulting from the multi-section step are
smaller than tc preventing that clustered eigenvalues are isolated before the corresponding
eigenvectors are computed. In the experiments we those did not perform multi-section for
n ∈ [32, 4096].

7

Future Work

The implementation of the MRRR algorithm presented in this report can be improved in a
variety of ways. Of great importance for the practicality of an eigen-solver is the accuracy
of the obtained results. In this respect our implementation is clearly inferior to LAPACK’s
sstemr routine. We believe however that it will be relatively easy to incorporate the
improvements over the basic MRRR algorithm in sstemr into our own implementation.
These changes might affect performance but we do not expect a dramatically different
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runtime or that the conclusions presented in this paper have to be altered (cf. Sec. 5.3).
Similar to our implementation, LAPACK’s sstemr routine employs the try-and-fallback
strategy proposed by Demmel and Li [17] for the qds transform (cf. Section 5.1.2). In
sstemr the loop is however subdivided into blocks so that after every k th iteration a test
for a NaN is performed and accordingly only the previous block has to be re-computed
with the safe implementation if that was the case. So far we have not investigated if such a
blocking is also beneficial on a data-parallel coprocessor.
Efficient data and memory management is one of the most difficult aspects of CUDA and
there are a variety of ways to improve our current implementation. For very small matrices it would be possible to use shared memory much more extensively, for example by
reading the input matrix only once into shared memory and retaining it there, and also to
employ more registers per thread which should reduce the spilling to global memory which
occurs at the moment quiet extensively. Independent of any other factor, in our experience
coalescing global memory access always improved performance. We believe that it will
therefore be worthwhile to investigate in more detail why partial coalescing deteriorates
performance for our MRRR implementation.
For an effective load balancing across multiprocessors an appropriate splitting of the Gerschgorin interval is crucial. Currently, we subdivide GT only heuristically and so far did
not investigate different strategies. We believe however that a thorough analysis will be
valuable; for example, to determine what an effective size for the “fringe” intervals is. The
splitting of the Gerschgorin interval is currently performed on the CPU. Although this does
not incur significant overhead, it will in some cases be beneficial to perform all computations on the device; for example when the input matrix is already in device memory or
when the host is used for other computations.
A major limitation of our implementation are the significant memory requirements. A mild
reduction could be obtained by not pre-computing lld although we believe that it will be
very challenging to achieve further improvements without reducing the parallelism and
possibly affecting performance. Note however that for current data-parallel coprocessors
with at most eight multiprocessors the memory requirements are bound by (7 × (4096)2 +
4 × 4096) independent of the matrix size because at most 8 × 512 = 4096 eigen-pairs
can be “in flight” at the same time on the device. With the modifications we hinted at in
Sec. 5.1.5 it will thus in fact be possible to compute eigen-decompositions for true arbitrary
size matrices even with the current memory requirements.
The MRRR algorithm operates on a symmetric, tridiagonal matrix. Eigenvalue problems
arising in practice involve however often unreduced matrices. CPU implementations of
algorithm which reduce a general input matrix to tridiagonal form are available but we
believe that CUDA can provide significant performance benefits.
In many applications only a subset of k eigen-pairs is of interest. It would thus be worthwhile to extent the current implementation to allow an efficient subset computation. Care
is however required when k  n because the available parallelism might then not be sufficient to provide a performance benefit over an implementation on a serial processor. We
observed a similar problem in the current implementation for deep levels of the representation tree where the number of nodes, and therefore the available parallelism, is usually
very small. We believe that it is in this case more efficient to read an almost complete
eigen-decomposition back to the host and to resolve the remaining clusters there.
We currently use bisection with its linear convergence to classify and refine eigenvalues.
LAPACK’s sstemr routine employs the dqds transform which has quadratic convergence if it is sufficiently close to the true eigenvalue and bisection is only employed when
the dqds algorithm fails. Until now we favored the bisection algorithm over the dqds
transform for its simplicity and because it is guaranteed to succeed. A more thorough
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comparison of the two algorithms would however be valuable.
Recently, Vömel [65] suggested a new representation tree for the MRRR algorithm which
provides improved results in particular for matrices with many clusters [66]. We believe
that it would be beneficial to employ the new tree also in our data-parallel implementation.
The recent comparison of LAPACK’s eigen-solvers by Demmel et al. [18, 19] and later
results by Vömel [65] showed that clustered matrices which are particularly difficult for
the MRRR algorithm are relatively easy for the Divide and Conquer algorithm, and that
matrices which are difficult for Divide and Conquer are tackled with less effort by MRRR.
It would therefore be interesting to investigate the possibility to implement the Divide and
Conquer algorithm on a data-parallel coprocessor. With efficient CUDA implementations
of the MRRR and the Divide and Conquer algorithm a viable alternative to LAPACK’s
eigen-solvers could be provided which needs only a fraction of the computation time.
Based on the MRRR algorithm, Großer and Lang [35, 34, 36, 37] developed an algorithm
for the bidiagonal singular value decomposition (SVD). The importance of the SVD in
many fields would justify to extend our current implementation to the algorithm proposed
by Großer and Lang.

8

Conclusion

We reported on an implementation of the Algorithm of Multiple Relatively Robust Representations (MRRR) for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem on a data-parallel
coprocessor using the CUDA programming environment. Our results demonstrate that
the algorithm maps well onto a data-parallel architecture and we achieved up to 50-fold
speedups compared to LAPACK’s sstemr routine. Although our accuracy lacks currently behind those of LAPACK we believe that these problems can be overcome in the
near future.
The source code of our implementation is available online.
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Figure 9: Mean / min / max execution time for 32 random matrices for each matrix size n
and n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 10: Execution time for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 11: Mean / min / max `∞ error of eigenvalues for 32 random matrices for each
matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 12: `∞ norm of the eigenvalues for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 4096] with
tc = 0.01.
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Figure 13: Mean / min / max `∞ error of the eigen-decomposition for 32 random matrices
for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 14: `∞ norm of the eigen-decomposition for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈
[32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 15: Mean / min / max `∞ error in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors for 32
random matrices for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 16: `∞ norm in the orthogonality of eigenvectors for the Wilkinson matrix and
n ∈ [32, 4096] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 17: Mean / min / max execution time for 32 random matrices for each matrix size n
and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.0001.
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Figure 18: Mean / min / max execution time for 32 random matrices for each matrix size n
and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = tr = 0.000001.
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Figure 19: Mean / min / max `∞ error of the eigenvalues for 32 random matrices for each
matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.0001.
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Figure 20: Mean / min / max `∞ error of the eigenvalues for 32 random matrices for each
matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = tr = 0.000001.
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Figure 21: Mean / min / max `∞ error of the eigen-decomposition for 32 random matrices
for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.0001.
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Figure 22: Mean / min / max `∞ error of the eigen-decomposition for 32 random matrices
for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = tr = 0.000001.
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Figure 23: Mean / min / max `∞ error in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors for 32
random matrices for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.0001.
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Figure 24: Mean / min / max `∞ error in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors for 32
random matrices for each matrix size n and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = tr = 0.000001.
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Figure 25: Execution time for the Wilkinson matrix for n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 26: Execution time for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.000001.
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Figure 27: `∞ norm of the eigenvalues for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512] with
tc = 0.01.
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Figure 28: `∞ norm of the eigenvalues for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512] with
tc = 0.000001.
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Figure 29: `∞ norm of the eigen-decomposition for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512]
with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 30: `∞ norm of the eigen-decomposition for the Wilkinson matrix and n ∈ [32, 512]
with tc = 0.000001.
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Figure 31: `∞ norm in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors for the Wilkinson matrix and
n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.01.
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Figure 32: `∞ norm in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors for the Wilkinson matrix and
n ∈ [32, 512] with tc = 0.000001.
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B
B.1

Linear Algebra Primer
Notation

In this report we employ Householder’s notation. Scalars are denoted by lowercase roman
or greek letters such as a, b, and c and α, β, and γ. Lowercase bold letters such as a =
n
n
n
{ai }i=1 , b = {bi }i=1 , and c = {ci }i=1 are used to represent vectors. If not mentioned
otherwise, all vectors are assumed to be column vectors. Matrices are denoted by uppercase
bold letters such as A, B, and T. Matrix elements are scalars indexed with two indices
i and j, where i denotes the row index and j the column index. The matrix B ∈ Fn×m
defined over the field F can thus be written as
 b
. . . . . . b1m 
11
.. 
 ..
¨
. 
 .
B= .
.
.. 
 .

.
¨
.
bn1 . . . . . . bnm
In this report we will be only concerned with real-valued matrices, that is F = R. A matrix
A is symmetric if aij = aji , ∀(i, j). We will use symmetric letters such as A and T to
denote symmetric matrices.
The main diagonal of a matrix B ∈ Rn×n is formed by the elements bii . In most cases
we will represent the diagonal by a vector b = {bi } ≡ {bii } of length n. The elements
bij with i + k = j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, form the k-th upper diagonal, and the elements
bij with i = j + k the k-th lower diagonal of B. Analogous to the main diagonal, we can
represent k-th upper and lower diagonals by vectors of length n − k. B can therefore be
written as


aii . . . cij
cij
 bij aii



..
..


.
.
bij




.. ..


.
.
cij
A=
,


.. ..


.
.
cij 


. 


bij aii ..
bij aii
where the elements aii form the main diagonal, the elements bij the first lower diagonal,
and the element cij the k-th upper diagonal of B. A matrix which has non-zero elements
only on the main diagonal is called a diagonal matrix. An important diagonal matrix is the
identity matrix I with aij = δij , where δij is the Kronecker delta.
The transpose of a matrix B will be denoted with BT . We will sometimes also transpose
vectors. In this case we treat a vector of length n as a matrix of size n × 1.
A symmetric tridiagonal matrix, which is of particular importance for this report, has nonzero elements only on the main diagonal and the upper and lower first diagonals. We will
usually use T to denote such a matrix.
B.2

Eigenanalysis

Definition 2 (Eigenanalysis). Let B ∈ Rn×n . A scalar λ is an eigenvalue of B if
Bu = λu.
where u 6= 0 is a right eigenvector. A vector v 6= 0 satisfying
vT B = λvT .
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(8)
(9)

is a left eigenvector of B. All left and right eigenvectors are orthogonal
hui , uj i = δi,j

and

hvi , vj i = δi,j ,

(10)

where h·, ·i denotes the inner product.
Unless stated otherwise, in the following “eigenvector” refers to a right eigenvector. The
set of all eigenvalues of a matrix is denoted as spectrum.
Definition 3 (Spectrum). The spectrum λ(M) of a matrix M ∈ Rn×n is the set of all of
its eigenvalues
λ (M) = {λi } .
If M is not degenerate then the cardinality of λ (M) is n, that is |λ (M) | = n.
Corollary 1. The spectrum of a non-degenerate diagonal matrix D ∈ Rn×n is the set of
diagonal elements
n
λ (D) = {di }i=1 .
Alternatively to Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, eigenvalues can also be understood as the roots of the
characteristic polynomial of a matrix.
Remark 1 (Characteristic Root). Let B ∈ Rn×n and λ (M) = {λi }ni=1 be its spectrum.
The roots of the characteristic polynomial
det (M − λi I) = 0

(11)

of M are the eigenvalues λi . Eigenvalues can thus in general be real or complex. For a
symmetric matrix the eigenvalues are guaranteed to be real [32, p. 393].
The Gerschgorin interval GA provides lower and upper bounds for the spectrum λ(A) of a
matrix.
Theorem 1 (Gerschgorin Circle Theorem). Let A ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric matrix and
Q ∈ Rn×n be orthogonal. If QT AQ = D + F, where D is diagonal and F has zero
diagonal entries, then
n
[
λ(A) ⊆
[di − ri , di + ri ]
i=1

Pn

with ri = j=1 |fij | for i = 1, . . . , n, where di are the non-zero entries of D and fij the
off-diagonal elements of F.
Proof. See [32, pp. 395].
Note that one can always choose Q to be the (trivially orthogonal) identity matrix to satisfy
QT AQ = D + F in Theorem 1. In practice one wants to employ a matrix Q such that
QT AQ is diagonally
dominant. This improves the bounds provided by the Gerschgorin
Sn
interval GA ≡ i=1 [di − ri , di + ri ] which can otherwise be rather pessimistic.
Corollary 2 (Gerschgorin Circle Theorem for Symmetric Tridiagonal Matrices). Let T ∈
Rn×n be symmetric and tridiagonal, and let a and b the vectors containing the diagonal
and off-diagonal elements of T, respectively. The spectrum of T is then bound by
λ(T) ⊆

n
[

[ai − ri , ai + ri ]

i=1

with ri = bi + bi−1 , for i = 2, . . . , (n − 1), r1 = b1 , and rn = bn−1 .
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It is often convenient to arrange the eigenvalues of B ∈ Rn×n in a diagonal matrix D, and
to define U to be the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors. Eq. 8 can then be written
as
BU = UD,
(12)
and, analogously, we can restate Eq. 9 as
VT B = DVT .

(13)
T

T

It follows from the orthogonality of the left and right eigenvectors that UU = U U = I
and VVT = VT V = I.
Theorem 2 (Eigenvalue Shift). Let M ∈ Rn×n be a matrix with eigenvalues λi , and let
µ ∈ R be a shift index. The eigenvalues λ̄i of the shifted matrix M̄µ = M − µI are
λ̄i = λi − µ, and the eigenvectors of M̄ are those of M.
Proof. Consider the characteristic polynomial of M


det M̄µ + µI − λi I = 0.
Substituting M by M = M̄µ + µI and rearranging the terms shows the desired result

det M̄µ − (λi I − µI) = 0,

det M̄µ − (λi − µ) I = 0.
For the second claim, simplifying
(M − µI) U = (D − µI) U.
which is Eq. 12 for M̄µ with M̄µ = M − µI and D̄ = D − µI, shows that the eigenvectors
of M and M̄ are identical.
In practice, it is often numerically more stable and more efficient to determine an eigenvalue
of a shifted matrix, and then to employ Theorem 2 to relate the computed eigenvalues to
those of the original matrix.
Definition 4 (Sturm Count). Let A ∈ Rn×n be symmetric and let µ ∈ R be a shift index.
The Sturm count sµ (A) is the number of eigenvalues of A smaller then µ.
Sturm counts are important for the bisection algorithm which determines the eigenvalues
of a real symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n [31]. Starting with the Gerschgorin interval GA
as root node, bisection generates an unbalance binary tree by splitting intervals on level
l − 1 and retaining for level l only those containing eigenvalues. The Sturm counts at the
interval bounds are employed to determine if an interval is empty. The algorithm converges
when the size of all intervals falls below a thresholds t, where t governs the accuracy of the
obtained eigenvalues. See for example the book by Golub and van Loan [32, pp. 437], and
the papers by Demmel et al. [16] and Marques et al. [46] for a more detailed introduction.
Most eigenanalysis algorithms do not operate on general matrices but first reduce the input
matrix to a canonical form. Orthogonal transformations are employed for this reduction.
Theorem 3. Let Qi ∈ Rn×n with i = 1, . . . , m be a sequence of orthogonal matrices, and
let A ∈ Rn×n be symmetric. Then, every matrix Ai with
A0 = A

and

Ai+1 = QTi AQi

has the same eigenvalues as A, and computing the orthogonal transformation QTi AQi is
numerically stable.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 7.1.3 in [32].
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In practice a common canonical representation is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix, and
one then seeks the solution to the symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem. Householder transformations are employed to reduce an arbitrary symmetric matrix to tridiagonal
form [33, pp. 206].
Theorem 4 (LDLT Factorization). Let T ∈ Rn×n be symmetric, tridiagonal, and positive
definite, and let a and b be the vectors containing the diagonal and off-diagonal elements
of T, respectively. If ai bi 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n then there exists a LDLT factorization such
that
T = LDLT ,
where D is diagonal and L is lower bidiagonal with all diagonal elements being 1.
Proof. Consider the Cholesky factorization T = L̄L̄T of T. The result then follows immediately from L̄ = LD1/2 .
The Cholesky factorization of T, and therefore also its LDLT factorization, exists only if
M is positive definite. In practice we can shift T to ensure its positive definiteness.
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